Comments on: If you have the error message: PdfReader not opened with owner password
Split and merge PDF files, free and open source
	By: Papsofts
Works like a charm. Thx
	By: Andrea
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/pdf-merge/if-you-have-the-error-message-pdfreader-not-opened-with-owner-password/323/#comment-7064&quot;&gt;Rick&lt;/a&gt;.

Have you tried a recent version of PDFsam? 2.2.4 is ages old and not supported anymore
	By: Rick
i&#039;m using pdfsam V2.2.4. When i scan my documents (100 pages), some pages are missing. so i use pdfsam to merge or insert that missing pages. but some time after merge, file was unable to open or shows error messages like &quot;Insufficient data for an image&quot; and &quot; An error exists on this page. Acrpbat may not display the page correctly. please contact the person who creaded the pdf document to correct the problem&quot; kindly advice on this issue.
	By: dharmadar
Not working for me
	By: Jack
I also could not run this software for the reason above, however, my PDF document never had a password on it so not sure why it&#039;s failing.
	By: Eriko
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/pdf-merge/if-you-have-the-error-message-pdfreader-not-opened-with-owner-password/323/#comment-688&quot;&gt;Ricardo Vicente&lt;/a&gt;.

Thanks, Works excelent.
	By: andi purwanto
Poseng
	By: Dan
I don&#039;t think that it is unethical to merge pdfs. It would not even be copyright infringement to do so. 
I suggest removing the switch, it just makes the life of the user more difficult. I am merging pdf files at work, I have no idea why I get the error message. No one ever set a password, and the person who made the files left.
	By: Ricardo Vicente
After PdfReader reader, add this line: 

PdfReader.unethicalreading = true;
	By: anonymous
just use the code to make itext ignore password:

	public static PdfReader unlockPdf(PdfReader reader) {
		if (reader == null) {
			return reader;
		}
		try {
			Field f = reader.getClass().getDeclaredField(&quot;encrypted&quot;);
			f.setAccessible(true);
			f.set(reader, false);
		} catch (Exception e) { // ignore
		}
		return reader;
	}

i leave legall issues up to you by executing the code above.

